Anew in raw, talc and ivory / installation in stagger

2.5MM THICKNESS / 5MM THICKNESS

patcraft®
ANEW in truffle and raw / installation in stagger

ANEW in amaretto / installation in stagger
shown with HEIRLOOM TWEED rug in rust wash
MADE IN THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

PDQ – AVAILABLE TO SHIP WITHIN 10 BUSINESS DAYS
ANEW in ivory, talc and raw / installation in stagger

**ANEW | resilient plank**

### 2.5 MM
style / I542V

- **product size**: 7.75" x 48" | 19.68 cm x 121.92 cm
- **construction**: LVT
- **total thickness**: .098" | 2.5mm
- **wear layer**: .020" | 20mil (.5mm)
- **finish**: ExoGuard+™
- **installation**: glue down

### 5 MM
style / I543V

- **product size**: 7.75" x 48" | 19.68 cm x 121.92 cm
- **construction**: LVT
- **total thickness**: .197" | 5.0mm
- **wear layer**: .020" | 20mil (.5mm)
- **finish**: ExoGuard+™
- **installation**: glue down

**PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS**

**INSTALLATION METHODS**

- **BRICK**
- **HERRINGBONE**
- **STAGGER**

For full specifications and color, please visit this collection on the website.